A dynamic programming approximation for downlink channel allocation in cognitive femtocell networks
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A B S T R A C T

Both femtocells and cognitive radio (CR) are envisioned as promising technologies for the NeXt Generation (xG) cellular networks. Cognitive femtocell networks (CogFem) incorporate CR technology into femtocell deployment to reduce its demand for more spectrum bands, thereby improving the spectrum utilization. In this paper, we focus on the channel allocation problem in CogFem, and formulate it as a stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) problem aiming at optimizing the long-term cumulative system throughput of individual femtocells. However, the multi-dimensional state variables resulted from complex exogenous stochastic information make the SDP problem computationally intractable using standard value iteration algorithms. To address this issue, we propose an approximate dynamic programming (ADP) algorithm in pursuit of an approximate solution to the SDP problem. The proposed ADP algorithm relies on an efficient value function approximation (VFA) architecture that we design and a stochastic gradient learning strategy to function, enabling each femtocell to learn and improve its own channel allocation policy. The algorithm is computationally attractive for large-scale downlink channel allocation problems in CogFem since its time complexity does not grow exponentially with the number of femtocells. Simulation results have shown that the proposed ADP algorithm exhibits great advantages: (1) it is feasible for online implementation with a fair rate of convergence and adaptability to both long-term and short-term network dynamics; and (2) it produces high-quality solutions fast, reaching approximately 80% of the upper bounds provided by optimal backward dynamic programming (DP) solutions to a set of deterministic counterparts of the formulated SDP problem.

1. Introduction

The demand for higher data rates and larger cell capacity has triggered an extensive research effort on the develop-
propagation model where the indoor path-loss exponents are 4 and 2, respectively. (2) Due to transmitter-to-receiver proximity, femtocells improve cell capacity via more spatial reuse, thus providing higher indoor throughput, which accounts for nearly 80% of mobile data usage according to the most recent network analytics by Cisco [3]. (3) Femtocell deployments spare the need for more macro-base-stations (MBSs), thereby reducing the operating cost for network operators [1].

The problem of channel allocation arises in femtocell deployment, which can be challenging for the following two reasons. First, compared to location-aware access point (AP) placement in macrocell networks, femtocells are deployed by users in a more randomized and autonomous fashion; Second, the number of small-sized femtocells can be quite large within the coverage of macrocell networks, especially in densely populated urban areas. Therefore, applying traditional channel allocation methods used in macrocell networks to femtocell deployment requires more spectrum bands, and will result in poor spectrum utilization [4,5].

Meanwhile, it has been shown that the licensed spectrum is inefficiently utilized according to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) investigations [6]. Hence, over the past decade, there has been a rich literature dedicated to the development of CR technology, which aims at improving the spectrum utilization by allowing unlicensed users to access the licensed spectrum in an opportunistic manner [7,8]. This enlightened researchers to incorporate CR technology into femtocell networks [4,5], where CR-equipped femto mobile stations (FMSs) and femto base-stations (FBSs) can detect and utilize spectrum opportunities from macrocell networks. We refer to this kind of CR-incorporated femtocell networks as CogFem in this study.

There are few research attempts on the channel allocation problem in CogFem. In [4,5], the authors studied the downlink spectrum sharing problem in CogFem, and employed decomposition techniques to solve the problem. In [9], the authors proposed a novel cognitive WiMAX architecture with femtocells, and developed an optimization framework for location-aware cooperative resource management based on stochastic Lyapunov optimization. In [10], the authors formulated the energy-efficient resource allocation problem in heterogeneous CogFem as a Stackelberg game, and proposed a gradient based iteration algorithm for the equilibrium solution. In [11], the authors proposed a joint power control, base-station and channel assignment scheme in CogFem using multiobjective optimization. In this paper, we investigate the downlink channel allocation problem in overlay CogFem to maximize the throughput of individual femtocells. We adopt stochastic and approximate dynamic programming as our methodologies. On one hand, SDP [12] (see Appendix A) presents a very flexible framework to handle multitude problems with uncertainties; on the other hand, ADP (see Appendix B) has been emerging as a powerful technique for solving complex and large dynamic resource allocation problems in real world [13,14]. The principal contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

1. We formulate the downlink channel allocation problem in CogFem as a SDP problem, which aims at optimizing the long-term cumulative system throughput while capturing the system dynamics and the characteristics of complex exogenous stochastic information. The SDP formulation requires no knowledge of system state transition probabilities.
2. We propose an ADP algorithm in pursuit of an approximate solution to the formulated SDP problem through reinforcement learning. The algorithm relies on two key enablers to function efficiently: a designed VFA architecture and a stochastic gradient learning strategy. In addition, it ensures the scalability of large-scale downlink channel allocation problems in CogFem since its time complexity does not grow exponentially with the number of femtocells, and is thus computationally attractive.
3. We conduct simulation studies to analyze the feasibility of implementing the ADP algorithm online, and to evaluate its solution quality. Numerical analyses demonstrate that the proposed ADP algorithm is adaptive to both long-term and short-term network dynamics with a fair rate of convergence. In addition, it generates high-quality solutions fast, reaching about 80% of the upper bounds provided by optimal DP solutions to deterministic counterparts of the formulated SDP problem.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We summarize the system assumptions, and introduce the system model in Section 2. In Section 3, we formulate the downlink channel allocation problem in CogFem as a SDP problem. Section 4 details the dynamic programming approximation architecture and the proposed ADP algorithm. In Section 6, we evaluate the solution quality of the proposed ADP algorithm through simulation studies. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. System overview and assumptions

Consider a CogFem as illustrated in Fig. 1. A number of randomly distributed femtocells operate within the coverage of a macrocell. The macrocell consists of a MBS and a set of \( \mathcal{M} \) macro-mobile stations (MMSs) connected to the MBS. Each femtocell is composed of a FBS and a set of \( \mathcal{F} \) FMSs with cognitive capability. Normally, the number of FMSs within each femtocell is between two and four, as suggested in [2]. Each FBS maintains a separate queue of size \( B = \infty \) to buffer packet arrivals of each FMS \( f \in \mathcal{F} \).

We use a discrete-time slot level multi-queue multi-server (MQMS) queueing system to model the downlink channel allocation performed by each FBS. Each slot is of identical length \( T \). During slot \( t \), \( t = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \), new packets arrive to each queue \( i \in \mathcal{Q} \) according to some stochastic process. At time \( tT \), a set of \( \mathcal{L}_i \) licensed spectrum bands are sensed available for downlink data transmission. The cardinality of \( \mathcal{L}_i \) changes with time depending on the activities of nearby MMSs. The service rate provided by each channel \( j \in \mathcal{L}_i \) may be time-varying as well. Based on sam-
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